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Both autistic and congenitally blind students have difficulty in making sense of their world. More specifically, we might 
say that they have difficulty in arriving at the same, shared, understanding as the 'non-autistic' or 'non-blind' people with 
whom they interact. The sighted autistic individual appears to apply a different set of rules and criteria when processing 
sensory information, ie, the problem lies in his ability to 'make' sense. Where blindness is concerned, it is clear that what 
is 'sensed' in the first place will be very different in nature. 

The physical world 

For the blind student, there is a basic difficulty in easily knowing about the existence and permanence of objects. As with 
the student with ASD, he will find it difficult to understand the nature of object relationships. The student with ASD will 
show interest in objects by looking at but will not be aware of others using the various items in his environment and may 
not truly understand their function. Like the student with VI, he will not request or elicit names for objects or events 
around him. Both ASD and VI will be largely unaware of the wider contexts in the NT world take for granted and learning 
may be 'compartmentalised'. 

Joint Attention 

Because the blind student does not see the actions and activities of others, he will have difficulty knowing about and 
subsequently imitating or emulating these. In the same way, the student with ASD does not appear to be interested in 
this social world, through joint attention and shared interest. Like the blind student, the student with ASD  will not easily 
know what other (sighted/NT) people are referring to when they use language - the real meaning of this language will 
therefore be lost to them. The blind student's composite sensory experience will be something that cannot be 
experienced, fully imagined or described by a sighted person (who relies so heavily on vision). Since the student's 
sighted communication partners/learning mediators are not privy to the student's experience, the language they use 
may not describe what the student is actually experiencing or focusing on. In the same way, the student with ASD has 
issues with sensory dysfunction and making sense of the sensory input coming into his brain. In addition, the similarity 
between ASD and Vi students is that perhaps they experience sensations for which the sighted/NT  population have no 
words; concepts which are not part of the sighted/NT  world's experience or vocabulary: think of the Eskimo language, 
with its words for snow - might there be additional ways of conceptualising tactile or vestibular sensation. 

Intentions and perspectives 

The blind student does not see the reactions of others in situations and therefore can have difficulty in learning that 
other people have different experiences, different perceptions and perspectives, different points of view. The student 
with ASD will not register these reactions in the same way as NT people. Both do not either receive, or appropriately 
register, visual feedback from others concerning elements of his own activities and actions. This lack of visual 
information means that the student with ASD or VI will have difficulty in identifying the intentions of others because 
usually they will only have access to the spoken language (VI) or impaired social vision (ASD), not to the actual context. 
For example, the student hears the teacher saying: "Oh, there's the knife, under the table". Both then have this 'second-
hand' knowledge that there is a knife under the table but perhaps doesn't realise that the speaker had lost it, that she 
wants/needs it, and now intends her speech to function as a cue for someone else to retrieve it. If both students have 
difficulty knowing about the actions, intentions and emotions/perceptions of others, how can they interpret the 
underlying meanings and intentions in communicative interactions? As with autism, the blind student is likely to have 
difficulty with establishing social empathy. He certainly cannot use visual information in order to construct his 'theory of 
mind'. 
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Language Development 

The blind student has similarities to the student with HFA – both appear to have no significant difficulty in learning and 
applying the grammatical rules of language. However, they are likely to have difficulty understanding what language 
really means and how and why we communicate. It may be difficult for them to learn about the symbolic nature of 
words, focusing instead on the logical, rule-bound features (ie, the structure or form) of spoken language. These 
features may become important for their own sake and they may therefore have difficulty following conversations and 
participating appropriately. The blind student's challenge is similar to the student with ASD: to know about and 
understand the behaviours of others; relate to others in an appropriate manner; understand the meaning of language 
and use language appropriately to communicate; show awareness of and use, non-verbal elements of communication; 
think and behave flexibly and creatively.  

Staff are challenged to provide an appropriate learning environment which facilitates active learning and enables 
students to make sense of this world. 

Thoughts and Ideas: 

• Plan, prepare and explain any changes to the daily routine 

• Apply the serial position curve concept to each lesson. Learning increases near the beginning (primacy effect) 

and end (recency effect) of a lesson. Most interferences, such as daydreaming, occur during the middle of a 

lesson. As a result, it’s best to teach important information during those times to improve retention 

• Reinforce a non-preferred activity with a preferred activity, contingent upon task completion. For example, if a 

student has difficulty maintaining focus in Maths, she can spend five minutes using the computer (preferred 

activity) after completing her math work 

• Have a sensory ‘Time Out’ place to access when overwhelmed, or built into their learning day 

• Adjust the number of items that the student must complete, such as requiring the student to complete only the 

even numbers on a maths activity. This helps maintain the student’s attention without overwhelming her, while 

giving the teacher enough data to determine if the student has mastered the skill 

• Modify the student’s environment. The location of the student’s desk and materials is important. The desk 

should be as close to the teacher as possible and should face the front of the room. A quiet zone is helpful when 

the student becomes “overloaded” with stimuli. Sensory materials, like a bean bag or stress ball, and sensory-

blocking materials, like earplugs or earphones, can increase the student’s level of engagement by occupying or 

isolating a particular sense. Some students with ASD do not tolerate noise very well, so having the option for the 

student to request using the quiet zone may calm the student if he’s feeling overloaded 

• Use the TEACCH approach, with student accessing a separate learning station to follow a schedule and carry out 

tasks independently 

• The time allowed for completing assignments can also be adjusted, giving extra time if needed to accommodate 

fine-motor deficits 

• Use ‘concrete’ objects to build knowledge and develop abstract thinking 

• Create lists, Cues, Schedules, 5-point scales in a tactile form, using tactile symbols  

• Use smelly stickers or smiley faces  

https://shop.aph.org/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product_Feel%20%27n%20Peel%20Stickers:%20Smiley-Frowny%20Faces%20%28over%20200%20stickers%29_1057078P_10001_11051
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• Have laminated ‘Touch’ or shaped cards to follow simple instructions eg ‘start’ 

• Have comments in braille already made up just like teacher writes on paper for sighted students: “Good job 

needs more work” 

• For charts in room or tally sheets; use Wikki-Stix, puffy paint 

• Use Feel 'n Peel Number Stickers 

• Help only as much as necessary, stressing independence 

• Keep on track with timer timers and notice when activity is about to end: eg the Time Timer® Audible  

www.ed-solutionsdirect.com/resources/timetimer3.ht 

• Try to determine communicative attempts displayed by the student’s behaviour. For example, if a nonverbal 

student with ASD screams halfway through literacy instruction and the teacher allows the student to stop the 

activity, that student has successfully “escaped” the undesired activity by screaming. An alternative scenario 

might involve the teacher instructing the student to communicate needing a break by handing the teacher a 

picture symbol for “break” — however, the teacher should always have the student return to the activity after 

taking a break to ensure that the student does not use “break” to escape the activity. Reinforcing the correct 

behavior (asking for “break” appropriately) and ignoring inappropriate behavior (screaming) can be a successful 

strategy.  

• When it’s difficult to determine the function of a student’s behavior, use a behaviour  A-B-C form. Use this to 

track behaviours, followed by the Iceberg activity to think about the root of the stimming or sensory seeking 

behaviour, or barrier to learning 

• Social skills need to be taught explicitly. Helping the student change topics of the conversation when necessary, 

rehearsing strategies for social interactions, and using classmates as peer models (e.g., voice recording of a 

desired social skill) are notable strategies, as well as providing “scripts” of what the student should do in 

particular social situations  

• Use social stories to advocate expected behaviour or responses 

• Use of music to aid learning, to encourage group participation or therapeutic listening apps for anxiety (see 

vitallinks.org) 

• Sensory stimuli as part of a sensory diet, enabling the young person to fulfil a sensory need appropriately or to 

promote attention – to calm, or stimulate senses and aid learning eg: aromatherapy, tactile or calming objects: 

• Use of weighted objects to feel the sense of place eg weghteed vests. Use advice from the OT 

• An atom massager is a small, battery powered massager with illuminated massage heads 

• Eggcersiser / Theraputty / Thera-Bands (available in different strengths and / or sizes and provided 

following advice and guidance of the OT) 

• Dictation software for laptop or Inclusive Technology:eg The A4 Recordable Speech Bubble 

www.inclusive.co.uk/a4-recordablespeech- bubble-p2037 

• Build organisational and self help skills:eg the PenFriend is an audio labeller which works with self-adhesive 

labels onto which the user records a message. When the device is placed on a pre-recorded label, it recognises 

he recording and reads it back. The PenFriend is available from www.rnib.org.uk 

https://shop.aph.org/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?productId=289052&langId=-1&storeId=10001&catalogId=11051
http://www.ed-solutionsdirect.com/resources/timetimer3.ht
http://www.inclusive.co.uk/a4-recordablespeech-%20bubble-p2037
http://www.rnib.org.uk/
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• Important to build working memory so that students 

can hold and represent information more easily. Give 

only five to seven pieces of information at a time 

to avoid WM overload.Experts assert that we can 

only hold about seven items at one time in our short-

term memory. The “magic number seven” (plus or 

minus two) identified by Miller in 195412 

corresponds to a person’s memory span and the 

relatively limited amount of information a person can 

hold in memory while working on various cognitive 

tasks. 

• Provide short, simple, and sequential directions, one 

at a time. Repeat information or directions or ask 

other students to repeat and paraphrase what you 

have just said. 

• Break tasks into sub-tasks to address the students’ 

attention and WM capacity. 

• Help to categorize information by grouping together 

related objects or events. 

• Use semantic maps or networks to connect a main idea to related ideas – use wool or string to glue lines 

connecting events or hierarchy to organise information 

• Make information meaningful by connecting the students’ prior experiences to the new information. 

• Present information using graphic organisers to facilitate information storage and, consequently, learning. This 

could be in layer susing different shaped card. 

• Use two-handed sign language to receive tactile feed back. Single handed signs provide little tactile feedback 

and may require more sophisticated fine motor skills than two-handed signs  

• Hand-over-hand assistance to demonstrate activity or procedure. 

 
 
 
 
http://neurodiversity.com/visual_impairment.html  
 
http://www.tsbvi.edu/component/content/article/1733-routines 

http://neurodiversity.com/visual_impairment.html
http://www.tsbvi.edu/component/content/article/1733-routines

